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Radioactivity in soil and air near the Sillamae tailings depository

E. Realo
University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia

Radiological situation outside the Sillamae plant and U/Th tailings depository is studied by soil
monitoring and modelling methods. In the Sillamae region, the reliable monitoring and assessment of
the technological impact to public exposure is significantly interfered with the complex nature of
natural background (e.g., elevated and variable soil concentrations of 226Ra in the range of 40 .. 320
Bq kg'1, high outdoor 222Rn levels, etc.) [1, 2].

The releases of radionuclides from the tailing depository to the ground and tap water are negligible
[3]. The major water pathway is the release to the Gulf of Finland and specifically the consumption of
fish. The isotopes 234U, 238U (about 6.2 GBq a'1 or 0.025 % of the total U per year) and 210Pb (~ 0.05
GBq a"1) dominate in the source term. A compartmental modelling of this pathway has demonstrated a
low radiological impact to the population with the individual and collective committed doses of 1
and 1 manSv, respectively, for both current leakage and sudden dam collapse scenarios [4].

We have determined the depth distribution of radionuclides in soil profiles to find an evidence for air-
borne radionuclide deposition. Samples collected in the Sillamae town (up to 1 . . 2 km from the
depository) have been analysed by using low background Ge(Li) and HPGe gamma spectrometry. The

226 238results demonstrate an enhanced (relative to the bottom layers) 226Ra and 238U content in the surface
soil layers (FIG. 1). A similar observation has been found near the oil-shale-fired power plants in NE
Estonia, which we attributed to the long term deposition of fly-ash radionuclides [5]. It should be
noted that in the non-polluted locations over Estonia the 226Ra concentration in the uppermost 0 .. 3
cm layer is about 11 % less than in the next 3 cm thick soil layers. In the ground level air, the mean
dust loads of 0.23 mg m"3 (0.02 to 1.6 mg m'3) have been measured (V. Nossov, SILMET, 1997,
private communication and [6]) with the aerosol beta radioactivity levels of 4 mBq m"3 (LLD to 40
mBq m"3). At Sillamae the contributions of different sources (plant, depository, power plant, etc.) of
the suspended dust particles, as well as their radionuclide composition, have not been identified. If
raw material or tailing particles contribute to the composition of dust, the annual individual inhalation
doses may readily reach tens of uSv.
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FIG. 1. Depth distribution of"6Ra activity concentration in soil profiles collected in 4 locations at
Sillamae.
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Radon progeny released from the waste depository and inhaled by population is considered as the
major radiological hazard at Sillamae. Outdoor radon concentrations in the ranges of 200 .. 600 Bq
m-3 and 14 .. 130 Bq m"3 were measured on and near the depository wall and in the town, respectively
[3]. A preliminary attempt to assess the Rn source term, the radiological impact of Rn progeny
released from the depository and its geographical distribution has been performed. For this purpose
the CAP88pc2 (DOE, USA) Gaussian plume modelling software has been applied. FIG. 2 presents the
dependence on distance of the measured outdoor Rn concentrations in Sillamae [3] and the
corresponding air concentration modelling results. A good qualitative correlation of the measured and
modelled dependencies on distance was observed. The performed simulation agrees well with the
measured data assuming the mean value 45 MBq s"1 of the 222Rn source term. It should be noted that a
significantly lower source term follows from the calculations using the available data on radon
emanation factors and the Ra inventory in tailings and in the dam wall material. The reason for the
observed discrepancy is not clear, but the possible influence of other radon sources (e.g., abandoned
mines and mining waste area), local geographical structure etc., can not be eliminated [7].

The geographical distribution of annual doses caused by Rn progeny was also simulated. The
maximum annual doses higher than 1 mSv were evaluated for the locations near the tailings
depository. Doses decrease rapidly, while the distance from the depository increases.

FIG. 2. 222Rn concentration in outdoor air as a function of distance from the Sillamae depository (in
the direction ESE): solid curve - simulation by using CAP88pc2 and circles - measurements [3J.

At present no definite limit for release rates of specific radionuclides to air or water is established in
Estonia. At Sillamae mining and milling tailings and work activities involving natural radionuclides
cause exposures of regulatory concern for population and workers mainly via atmospheric pathway
and external exposure. Hopefully the radiological impact will radically decrease in the course of the
planned remediation activities.
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